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What’s not to love about wedding season? It’s an opportunity to share in the love two people 
have for one another and enjoy the festivities surrounding the occasion. It’s also the perfect 
opportunity to pick up a new dress! 
 

 
 
As you look ahead to the weddings on your calendar, Connected Apparel can help you find that 
“just right” wedding guest dress. 
 
Connected Apparel offers a variety of dresses for every type of wedding. Whether you’re 
searching for something more on the formal side or you want some fun new cocktail apparel, 
Connected Apparel can help you complete your wedding guest look. 
 
For a More Formal Occasion  
 
Know a couple who are throwing an elevated, formal wedding this summer? You may look 
through your closet and wonder what might be the best fit. You want to match the dress code 
for the formal event, but you may also want something you can wear for other occasions this 
summer. 
 
Connected Apparel is home to dresses that blend “formal” with “practical.” For example, the 
Grace Sequin Dress can be an ideal dress for a formal wedding, but it can also serve as a dress 
you rely on for other occasions. 
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In navy or black, the Grace Sequin Dress is perfect for weddings, dinner parties, nights out, and 
more. It’s the kind of dress you can rely on when you want to elevate your look—and add a 
touch of sparkle to the evening.  
 
Keeping Things Casual  
 
It’s not uncommon for summer weddings to be more on the casual side of things. It’s still the 
perfect occasion for a chic dress, but you have more room to try different styles. Connected 
Apparel offers all kinds of summery dresses that keep things casual while still offering an 
elevated look appropriate for a wedding. 
 
This may be the perfect occasion for a new petite, regular, or plus size sheath dress! The Penny 
Black Bodre Sheath Dress (along with the Penny Dusty Bodre Sheath Dress) is a casual, 
summery dress that complements your style and fits right in at a summer wedding.  
 
Florals Are for More Than Just the Bouquet! 
 
Don’t forget about the florals! This season, florals are very much in—and a floral dress is your 
perfect summer wedding go-to. The Connected Apparel Daphne Lavender Floral Chiffon 
Popover Dress (or any of the color options) can leave you looking elegant while also having an 
airiness to it, perfect for summer!  
 
With so many affordable and stylish dresses to choose from, you can find that wrap dress plus 
size, regular size, or petite size that matches both your style and works for all kinds of 
weddings, receptions, and parties!  
 
Your wedding season style awaits at https://connectedapparel.com/  
 
Original Source: https://bit.ly/3UJUTFI  
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